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Abstract—Despite being beneficial in automated provisioning
of computing infrastructure at scale, infrastructure as code
(IaC) scripts are susceptible to containing secrets, such as hard-
coded passwords. A derivation of practices related to secret
management for IaC can help practitioners to secure their secrets,
potentially aiding them to securely develop IaC scripts. The
goal of the paper is to help practitioners in secure development
of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts by identifying practices
for secret management in IaC. We conduct a grey literature
review with 38 Internet artifacts to identify 12 practices. We
identify practices that are applicable for all IaC languages, e.g.,
prioritized encryption, as well as language-specific practices, such
as state separation for Terraform states. Our findings can be ben-
eficial for (i) practitioners who can apply the identified practices
to secure secrets in IaC development, and (ii) researchers who can
investigate how the secret management process can be improved
to facilitate secure development of IaC scripts.

Index Terms—configuration as code, devops, devsecops, empir-
ical study, infrastructure as code, practices

I. INTRODUCTION

Infrastructure as code (IaC) is the practice of using dedi-
cated programming constructs to provision computing infras-
tructure at scale [15]. Practitioners use languages, such as
Ansible [3], Puppet [27], and Terraform [38] to implement
the practice of IaC. Adoption of IaC has resulted in benefits
for practitioners. For example, Splunk 1, an information tech-
nology (IT) organization that provides cloud-based monitoring
utilities, used Puppet to reduce its deployment time from
several weeks to a couple of hours [28]. Swisscom 2, a
Switzerland-based telecommunication provider, used Ansible
to save 3,000 hours of IT administration work [5].

Despite reported benefits, IaC scripts are susceptible to
include secrets [33], [32], such as hard-coded passwords as
shown in Figure 1. The code snippet presented in Figure 1
is obtained from an open source software (OSS) repository 3.
Presence of secrets is prevalent in the OSS domain: in recent
work, Rahman and Williams [33] reported 9,175 hard-coded
passwords to appear in a collection of 61,097 OSS IaC scripts.
According to Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) [26],
“if hard-coded passwords are used, it is almost certain that

1https://www.splunk.com/en us
2https://www.swisscom.ch/en/residential.html
3https://github.com/alphagov/puppet-graphite

malicious users will gain access to the account in question”,
which makes presence of secrets in IaC scripts to be detrimen-
tal to the security of provisioned computing infrastructures.

Prevalence of secrets in IaC scripts necessitates integration
of adequate secret management in IaC development. Such in-
tegration, however can be challenging due to lack of practices
that are pivotal to manage secrets. In the case of IaC, tools,
such as Ansible Vault [4], Chef Vault [6], and Hiera [27]
are available to store secrets respectively, for Ansible, Chef,
and Puppet. Yet, a lack of practices related to secret manage-
ment for IaC can limit the use of the aforementioned tools.
Systematic derivation of practices for secret management can
aid practitioners on how to use the aforementioned secret
management tools adequately, so that secrets used in IaC
development are secured. Furthermore, practitioners can use
the derived list of practices as a benchmark against which to
compare their current practices for secret management in IaC.

One approach to deriving practices for secret management
is to analyze Internet artifacts, such as blog posts and video
presentations. Instead of academic forums, such as research
conferences practitioners are likely to expresses their per-
ceptions in Internet artifacts [8]. In prior work, researchers
have acknowledged the value of Internet artifacts in deriving
practices, and analyzed Internet artifacts to summarize security
practices [39], [36], [24]. Analysis of Internet artifacts can be
useful to synthesize practices for secret management in IaC.

The goal of the paper is to help practitioners in secure de-
velopment of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts by identifying
practices for secret management in IaC.

We answer the following research question: RQ: What
practices can be used for secret management in infras-
tructure as code scripts?

We use grey literature [14] review where we apply open
coding [34] on 38 Internet artifacts, such as blog posts to
identify practices related to secret management in IaC. We
also identify which practices are specific to a secret manage-
ment tool, such as Puppet Hiera [27], and practices that are
applicable for secret management tools in general.
Contributions: We list our contributions as follows:

• A list of practices that practitioners can follow while
managing secrets for IaC scripts; and
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class graphite::params {
$admin_password =

↪→ 'sha1$1b11b$edeb0a67a9622f1f2cfeabf9188a711f5ac7d236'
$bind_address = '127.0.0.1'
$port = 8000
$root_dir = '/opt/graphite'
$version = '0.9.12'
$worker_processes = 2
$group = 'www-data'
$time_zone = 'UTC'
$memcache_hosts = []

}

Hard-coded password

1

Fig. 1: Example of an IaC script including a secret, i.e, a
hard-coded password.

• A mapping between identified practices and secret man-
agement tools for IaC.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows: in Section II
we discuss background and related work. We provide the
methodology of our paper in Section III. We provide and
discuss our findings respectively, in Sections IV and Section V.
We conclude our paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss background information and
related work necessary for the paper.

A. Background

IaC is the process of automatically managing configura-
tions and provisioning computing environments at scale using
source code [15]. Along with automation IaC also advocates
the application of recommended software engineering prac-
tices, such as linting, testing, and use of version control.
A dedicated programming language allows specifying the
necessary environment settings, such as required libraries or
the amount of RAM for computing environments.

IaC languages, such as Ansible [3], Chef [6], and Pup-
pet [27] have dedicated syntax that can be used to accomplish
IT administration tasks. We present an example in Figure 2,
where a user called ‘testuser’ is created in three IaC languages,
namely, Ansible, Chef, and Puppet. As shown in Figures 2a,
2b, and 2c respectively, the syntax for creating the user
‘testuser’ is different for Ansible, Chef, and Puppet. For
Ansible, creation of the user occurs using a play, e.g., Create
user ’testuser’ is a play. In the case of Chef and Puppet
resources are used to create the user even though the
syntax of specifying resources are different between Chef and
Puppet. Specifying two properties of the file namely ‘uid’ and
‘comment’ are also different across Ansible, Chef, and Puppet.

B. Related Work

Our paper is closely related to prior research on IaC scripts.
In prior work researchers have focused on code maintainability
aspects, e.g., Schwarz [35] and Bent et al. [40], in separate
research studies investigated code maintainability aspects of
IaC scripts. Quality issues of IaC scripts have also garnered
interest. Rahman et al. [29] constructed a defect taxonomy for
IaC scripts that included eight defect categories. In another
work, Rahman et al. in separate studies have also quantified

security weaknesses that appear in Ansible [32], Chef [32], and
Puppet scripts [30]. Testing issues in IaC scripts have also been
investigated by researchers. Hanappi et al. [11] investigated
how the convergence of IaC scripts can be automatically
detected, and proposed an automated model-based detection
framework for convergence. Guerriero et al. [10] identified
lack of practices as a barrier for testing IaC scripts. Ikeshita et
al [19] reported testing of IaC scripts can be time-consuming,
and proposed a test suite reduction technique for IaC scripts.
Hummer et al. [16] observed that testing in IaC is different to
that of GPLs, as testing in IaC necessitates testing of remote
production environments. In another work, Hummer et al. [17]
created a tool to automatically test the idempotency of IaC
scripts. In recent work, Kumara et al. [21] conducted a grey
literature review to identify IaC development practices. The
difference between our paper and Kumara et al. [21]’s work
is that Kumara et al. [21] did not investigate practices for IaC-
related secret management, whereas our paper solely focuses
on identifying practices for secret management in IaC.

III. METHODOLOGY

We conduct a grey literature review to identify practices for
secret management in IaC. A grey literature review is the pro-
cess of reviewing and synthesizing content included in Internet
artifacts, such as blog posts and video presentations [14]. A
grey literature review is different from a systematic mapping
study (SMS) or a systematic literature review (SLR), as in
the case of a SMS or a SLR, researchers use peer-reviewed
articles indexed in scholar databases. In the case of grey
literature review, researchers use artifacts that are available on
the Internet, and not peer-reviewed. We take motivation from
prior research related to security practices where researchers
have used Internet artifacts to derive security practices that
can be integrated into the software development process [39],
[36]. Our hypothesis is that by systematically collecting and
analyzing we also can identify practices for secret management
in IaC.

An overview of our methodology is presented in Figure 3.
We describe each step of our methodology as follows:

A. Search for Internet Artifacts

We collect Internet artifact using a set of search strings.
We start with the search string ‘secret management practices
for infrastructure as code’, as our research study focuses
on identifying secret management practices related to IaC.
We collect the top 100 relevant search results as determined
by the Google search engine. From manual inspection of
the 100 search results, we observe practitioners to mention
the following secret management tools: ‘ansible vault’, ‘chef
vault’, ‘puppet hiera’, and ‘hashicorp vault’. As these tools are
used to manage secrets, we include the names of these tools
as part of search string construction process. Furthermore, the
phrase ‘configuration as code’ is also used as a synonym to
refer to IaC [31]. Based on the above-mentioned observations,
we altogether use six search strings to conduct our search
process, which are listed below:
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- name: Create user 'testuser'
user:
name: testuser
comment: "testuser is a temporary user"
uid: 1234

1

(a)

user 'testuser' do
comment 'testuser is a temporary user'
uid 1234

end

1

(b)

user {'testuser':
comment => 'testuser is a temporary user',
uid => '1234',

}

1

(c)

Fig. 2: Creation of a user with user name ‘testuser’. Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c presents the syntax of creating a user respectively,
in Ansible , Chef, and Puppet.

Search Internet 
Artifacts

Apply Inclusion
Criteria

Open CodingSecret Management 
Practices

Fig. 3: An overview of our methodology.

• ‘secret management practices for infrastructure as code’
• ‘secret management practices for configuration as code’
• ‘practices for ansible vault’
• ‘practices for chef vault’
• ‘practices for hashicorp vault’
• ‘practices for puppet hiera’

For each of the 6 search strings we collect the top 100
relevant search results returned by the Google search engine.
We use the Google Chrome web browser in incognito mode
to collect the search results.

B. Apply Inclusion Criteria

We collect 600 search results collected using the 6 search
strings listed in Section III-A. We apply an inclusion criteria
to identify Internet artifacts that are relevant for our research
study:
• The artifact is written in English;
• The artifact is available for reading;
• The artifact explicitly discusses secret management for IaC;
• The artifact is not a duplicate of another Internet artifact;

and
• The artifact mentions at least one practice for secret man-

agement related to IaC.

C. Open Coding to Determine Practices

We use a qualitative analysis technique called open cod-
ing [34] with the collected Internet artifacts to answer the
research question. Open coding is a technique for qualitative

analysis that can summarize the latent theme from unstructured
text data [34]. Our hypothesis is that by analyzing Internet
artifacts we will have an understanding of secret management
practices related to IaC. We use open coding as it can be
used to extract patterns from Internet artifacts, as done in prior
work [12], [21]. The first author of the paper, who has 5 years
of experience in IaC development conduct open coding.

IV. RESULTS

From our set of 6 search strings we obtain 600 results sorted
based on relevance as determined by the Google search engine.
Upon applying an inclusion criteria stated in Section III-B
we obtain 38 Internet artifacts. A complete breakdown of our
filtering process is shown in Figure 4. Our set of 38 Internet
artifacts consists of 2 YouTube videos, 2 question and answer
posts, 1 Slideshare presentation, and 33 blog posts.

Practices for Secret Management in Infrastructure as
Code: From our analysis of Internet artifacts we identify 12
practices, which we present below based on how many Internet
artifacts mention the practice. Below, each practice name is
followed by the count of Internet artifacts that mention the
practice. For example, the practice of data organization is
mentioned in 11 of the 38 Internet artifacts.
I. Data Organization (11): This category of practice is related
to the organization process of secrets when IaC scripts are
interfaced with secret management tools. We identify three
practices that belong to this category:
• Adequate directory structure: The practice of using adequate

directory structure when managing secrets with secret man-
agement tools. Adequate directory organization helps in bet-
ter maintenance. According to one practitioner: “Following
a proper directory structure for Ansible variables, vaults,
main tasks will help in easy understanding and incur less
time consumption” [2]. One practitioner strongly discourage
storing all secret-related artifacts in one single directory
saying “DO MAKE USE OF FOLDERS! For the love of god,
[do] this. Putting all files in a single folder both makes that
a BIG folder, but also introduces a namespace collision” [9].
For Ansible, we observe practitioners to recommend specific
structures, for example, creating separate sub-directories
called ‘group vars’, ‘vars’, and ‘vault’.

• Hiera data hierarchy: The practice of placing secret data
at the appropriate hierarchy when using Hiera. The practice
is specific for Hiera, a secret management tool that can be
used to manage secrets for Puppet. Even though Hiera helps
practitioners to avoid hard-coding secrets in Puppet scripts,
use of Hiera can negatively impact readability. To mitigate
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Search Result: 600

Written in English: 539 

Available: 427 

Secret Mgmt: 131 

Non-duplicate: 78 

Mention of Practice: 38 

Final Set: 38

English-based filtering

Availability-based filtering

Content-based filtering

Duplicate-based filtering

Practice-based filtering

Fig. 4: Application of our inclusion criteria to collect our set
of 38 Internet artifacts that we use in our paper.

the problems with readability, practitioners advocate to store
secrets that are used by few Puppet scripts at the top of the
hierarchy, whereas the secrets used by many Puppet scripts
should be stored at the bottom. In this manner, readability
can be achieved as the practitioner will know the secrets that
are used by many Puppet scripts are available at the bottom
of the Hiera data hierarchy, whereas the secrets listed at the
top of the hierarchy have limited use cases. We provide an
example in Figure 5 that demonstrates how secrets shared
across a few scripts can be placed at the top level (line#2-3),
whereas secrets used by all Puppet scripts can be placed at
the bottom level (line#11-12).

• Naming conventions: For better readability and maintenance,
practitioners state the use of dedicated naming conventions
for variables for managing secrets. According to one prac-
titioner, naming conventions should be applied from the
beginning of IaC secret management: “Keep a convention
to use secrets! You will not be able to review changes to the
secrets and you will not be able to grep for ansible variables
in secrets files! So be thorough since the beginning” [41].
One practitioner recommended use of a prefix or a suffix so
that variables that are used in secret management are easily
recognizable. For Ansible, another practitioner recommend
the use of the prefix vault_ stating “The vault variables
should be written starting with ‘vault ’. This will help
in differentiating easily the vault variables and normal
variables”.

II. Password Management for Ansible Vault (9) : This
category refers to practices unique to managing passwords for
Ansible Vault. In Ansible Vault, a password is used to encrypt
necessary secrets with a file called ‘vault’. The password

1hierarchy:
2 - name: "Secret Data for Script#1"
3 path: "secret_dir/script1.yaml" # Path to YAML file

↪→ with secrets for Script#1
4
5 - name: "Secret Data for Script#2-10"
6 path: "secret_dir/script10.yaml" # Path to YAML

↪→ file with secrets for Script#2-10
7
8 - name: "Secret Data for Script#11-25"
9 path: "secret_dir/script25.yaml" # Path to YAML

↪→ file with secrets for Script#11-25
10
11 - name: "Secret Data Used by All Scripts"
12 path: "common.yaml" # Path to YAML file with

↪→ secrets used by all scripts

1

Fig. 5: An example to demonstrate how secret data can be
organized adequately in Hiera.

is later used to decrypt the encrypted secrets. We observe
practitioners to suggest two practices on how to manage the
vault files:
• Separation of vaults from the version control system: The
vault file must not be committed to a version control
system (VCS). One practitioner recommended the use
of automation scripts that can check if a vault file is
being committed to a VCS. The practitioner observes
that the ansible-vault [encrypt|decrypt] com-
mand, which is typically used to add/edit vault files, is
susceptible of committing a vault file in the version his-
tory [1]. According to the practitioner, a Git Hook can be
used to check if vault files are being committed to the VCS,
potentially preventing the vault file from being included in
the VCS [1]. A Git hook is a custom script that executes a
set of actions when an event, such as a commit or a push
occurs in a Git-based VCS [23].

• Use of command line utilities: We observe use of command
line utilities, such as --vault-id to be a recommended
approach to provide Ansible Vault passwords. One prac-
titioner stated: “Since Ansible 2.4, the recommended way
to provide a vault password from the cli is to use the
--vault-id cli option” [4]. Without the use of command
line utilities, passwords for Ansible Vault need to be pro-
vided using a file, which can be accidentally pushed into a
VCS.

III. Access Control (6) : The practice of applying access con-
trol policies on secrets as well as artifacts that are used to store
secrets. Practitioners recommend restriction on who stores and
reads secrets so that a person or a machine with unauthorized
access is incapable of using these secrets. Practitioners also
recommend application of access control for artifacts, such
as vault files used in Ansible Vault to mitigate unauthorized
access.
IV. Prioritized Encryption (6): The category of practices
related to prioritizing what secrets need to be encrypted.
Practitioners have recommended against encrypting all data
provided in IaC scripts. Encryption of all data can lead to
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maintainability issues as suggested by one practitioner: “Do
not take all the variables in vault encryption, otherwise it will
be difficult for reviewing in case of errors, if occurred” [2].
While managing secrets, practitioners need to identify what
secrets can be consequential and prioritize those secrets for
encryption. For example, a private SSH key to interface with
an AWS instance can be prioritized over a user name called
‘temp’, that is used to create a temporary user in the AWS
instance.
V. Separation (4) : The practice is related to separation
of concerns, which asserts that the software artifacts should
be separated based on the computing task that is being
accomplished [18]. In the case of secret management for
IaC, practitioners recommend separating secret management
environments so that secrets are grouped based on a certain
characteristic. We observe practitioners to recommend two
practices related to separation:

• Artifact separation: The practice of using separate artifacts
when managing secrets. For example, while describing
secret management practices for Ansible, a practitioner
advocated for using separate vaults for separate tasks
stating “Although it’s convenient to have a single vault with
all of the encrypted secrets, a better security practice is
to separate the secure credentials into separate relevant
vaults” 4. In this manner, with separate vaults practitioners
are aware of what vault file is used for what purpose,
potentially mitigating maintainability issues.

• State separation: This practice is applicable for Terraform
states. States refer to the snapshots managed by Terraform,
where each snapshot refers to the provisioned infrastruc-
ture and corresponding configuration at a certain point
in time [38]. States are stored as ‘tfstate’ files. While
managing secrets for Terraform it is recommended to keep
tfstate files separate from secrets 5.

VI. Logging (4): The practice of applying logging to track
all secret-related operations. Logging is helpful to understand
what actors are accessing secrets at what time, providing better
visibility in the secret management process [20].
VII. Unsealing (4) : This practice is unique to Hashicorp
Vault [13]. In Hashicorp Vault unsealing refers to the process
of decrypting the data encryption key that Hashicorp Vault
uses to encrypt all necessary data [20]. We identify two
practices to adequately accomplish unsealing:

• Automation: For unsealing, Hashicorp Vault uses Shamir’s
Secret Sharing principle [37], where the master key is
split into multiple pieces, each of which must be provided
manually by the developer, and later combined to regenerate
the master key. The manual process is tedious and error-
prone, which can be mitigated using an automated feature
provided by Hashicorp Vault called ‘auto-unseal’. In this
manner, automation can be used when unsealing the master

4https://www.cloudsavvyit.com/3902/how-to-use-ansible-vault-to-store-
secret-keys/

5https://caylent.com/managing-secrets-in-terraform

key, potentially mitigating possible errors that can occur due
to manual unsealing.

• Replication: Practitioners recommend use of multiple vault
servers to perform unsealing so that the unsealing process
as well as the secrets stored in Hashicorp Vault are not
susceptible to single point of failures. Practitioners recom-
mend use of at least two Hashicorp Vault servers, where
one server will be the active server, and the other server
will be standby. Another practitioner recommends to use at
least three Hashicorp Vault servers, where one server will
remain active, and two servers will act as standby servers 6.

VIII. Secret Rotation (3) : This practice refers to the use
of rotation, where the value of a secret is periodically retired
and replaced with new values. We observe practitioners to
recommend rotation for secrets, such as passwords, tokens, and
private SSH keys. Rotation can prevent secrets to be exposed
to unauthorized users, as mentioned by one practitioner: “In
the case of password reuse or leaks, it is best to regularly re-
key the passwords in use to limit exposure”. A lack of secret
rotation can be consequential, as it happened for Microsoft
Azure, where inadequate secret rotation used for authentication
resulted in a 14-hour outage [25].
IX. Transport Layer Security (2) : This practice refers to the
use of transport layer security (TLS) in an end-to-end fashion
so that all data transmitted between the IaC compiler and the
secret management tool is secured. If a tool, such as Hashicorp
Vault is used to manage secrets then practitioners recommend
use of end-to-end TLS for both production and development
environments 7.
X. Search (2) : The practice of making the search process
efficient for secrets that are stored on secret management
tools. We observe the search process of secrets to be depen-
dent on the utilities that secret management tools provide.
For example, for Hiera practitioners recommend the use of
confine_to_keys to efficiently search for a secret.
XI. Speedup (2): This category refers to the practice of
increasing the speed while managing secrets. For example,
to speed up the secret management process in Ansible Vault,
use of the cryptography package is recommended instead
of the PyCrypto package that is the default package used
by Ansible [4].
XII. Limiting Authentication (1): This practice refers to lim-
iting authentication attempts and duration while using secret
management tools. We observe practitioners to recommend
limiting the number of attempts to log into a secret manage-
ment tool. Furthermore, limiting the authentication duration
is also recommended so that existing authentication sessions
cannot be used by an unauthorized user. Limited authentication
can help minimize the total impact of an unauthenticated
access.
Rater Verification: Our open coding approach is conducted by
the first author, which makes the practice derivation process
susceptible to bias. We mitigate this bias by allocating another

6https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOybhcbuxJ0
7https://expel.io/blog/production-readiness-hashicorp-vault-kubernetes/
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rater, who is the second author of the paper. The second author
is a graduate student in the department, with one year of
professional experience in software engineering. The second
author is provided the set of 38 Internet artifacts, and asked
to map each Internet artifact to one or multiple practices
identified by the first author. The second author independently
conduct the process. Upon completion, the agreement rate
between the first and second author is computed using Cohen’s
Kappa [7]. For the 38 Internet artifacts the Cohen’s Kappa
between the two raters is 0.8, which is ‘substantial’ according
to Landis and Koch [22].
Mapping of Practices to Tools: We provide a mapping between
each identified practice and applicable tools in Table I. The
‘Practice’ column lists each of the 12 practices, whereas
the ‘Tool’ and ‘Language’ columns respectively, represent
the applicable secret management tool and the applicable
IaC language. For example, the practice access control is
applicable for all tools and all IaC-related languages.

TABLE I: Mapping of Practices and Secret Management Tools
for IaC

Practice Tool Language
Access control All All
Authentication limits All All
Data organization All All
Environment separation Hashicorp Vault All
Logging All All
Password management for Ansible
Vault

ansible-vault Ansible

Prioritized encryption All All
Rotation All All
Secret Search Hiera Puppet
Speedup ansible-vault Ansible
TLS All All
Unsealing Hashicorp Vault All

V. DISCUSSION

We discuss the implications and limitations of our paper in
this section:
Implications for Toolsmiths: Our findings lay the ground-
work for toolsmiths on how to design and develop tools that
will make secret management easier for practitioners. For
example, as discussed in Section IV, establishing a naming
convention is a recommended practice to manage secrets.
Toolsmiths can develop tools that can automatically rename
variables in IaC scripts that are used to store secrets. Fur-
thermore, with sophisticated program analysis that tracks the
flow of secrets across a Puppet module, toolsmiths can develop
tools that automatically construct a data hierarchy for Hiera
where commonly shared secrets are placed in the low-level.
Implications for Researchers: Our findings can be leveraged
to conduct further research in the domain of IaC security.
Researchers can investigate to what extent the listed practices
in Section IV are adopted in open source and proprietary
IaC scripts. Based on prevalence of secrets in IaC scripts, we
conjecture that systematic use of secret management for IaC is
not commonplace. If empirical research substantiates our con-
jecture, then researchers can investigate factors that contribute

to the lack of use of secret management. Researchers can also
investigate to what extent our identified practices for IaC are
also applicable for other related domains, such as automated
container orchestration.
Limitations: Our findings are susceptible to external validity
as the reported practices are limited to the Internet artifacts that
we used in our paper and may not generalize for another set of
Internet artifacts. We mitigate this limitation by systematically
collecting and filtering Internet artifacts using 6 search strings.
The derivation of practices are also biased by rater knowledge:
the first author may have missed practices listed in the set
of 38 Internet artifacts. We mitigate this limitation by using
assigning another rater who independently inspected the set
of 38 Internet artifacts. We observe ‘substantial’ agreement
between the two raters for the set of 38 Internet artifacts.

VI. CONCLUSION

IaC scripts automates the process of provisioning comput-
ing infrastructure at scale using a dedicated programming
language. Despite yielding benefits for IT organizations, IaC
scripts contain secrets, such as hard-coded passwords. The
prevalence of secrets in IaC scripts underlines the importance
of adequately managing secrets in IaC scripts. A list of
practices related to secret management can aid practitioners
in managing secrets, deterring them from hard-coding secrets
into IaC scripts. We have conducted a grey literature review
with 38 Internet artifacts to identify practices for secret man-
agement in IaC. From our analysis, we have identified 12
practices for secret management related to IaC. Our identified
practices include tool-specific practices, e.g., unsealing for
Hashicorp Vault, as well as, tool-agnostic practices, such as
access control. The most frequently mentioned practice is
data organization. Our findings also reveal that for secret
management in IaC, practitioners can use language-specific
tools, e.g., Hiera for Puppet, as well as tools, such as Hashicorp
Vault that work with all IaC languages. Our findings lay the
groundwork for future research related to secure development
of IaC scripts.
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